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117
AUTHORIZED
PATENTS

Data as of May 2023

TECHNOLOGY
IS THE FIRST

PRODUCTIVE FORCE

We comply with human's yearning for healthy life and -
high-quality life, provide professional and interesting 
sportsproducts and services for global users, and allow users 
to traine�ciently through happy sports.

We want to become a trusted sports and health interactive -
platform for global users, connect hundreds of millions of 
usersaround the world, and improve the physical auality of 
allhuman beings. This is the cause we strive for!

WHO
WE

ARE

Smart �tness equipment and service provider

To become a trusted sports and health interactive platform 
forglobal users

Use technology to improve the health of hundreds of million -
sof users around the worlld

Positioning

Vision

Mission

R&D
INSTITUTIONS

STRUCTURAL
DESIGN

USER
EXPERIENCE

STUDIES

SOFTWARE
DESIGN

TEACHING AND
TRAINING
RESEARCH

INTERACTIVE
DESIGN

INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN

SYSTEM
DESIGN

VSDIGITAL WEIGHT

TRADITIONAL EQUIPMENT

ADJUSTMENT
ACCURACY

ADJUSTMENT
METHOD

STRENGTH
TEST

TRAINING
MODE

TRAINING
GUIDE

TRAINING
DATA

2.5kg/5kg

Manual insertion

None

Standard

Pictures

None

DIGITAL
WEIGHT

TRADITIONAL
EQUIPMENT

1kg

Touch panel
precise adjustment

AI evaluation
of training weight

Standard/Eccentric
/Isokinetic/Elastic

Video Guidance/Interactive
Animation Guidance

Process data/result data, 
automatically recorded

through the account

PRODUCTS OVERVIEW
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ABS/
SEATED LE G PRESS BACK EXTENSION

HIP ABDUCTION/
ADDUCTION

LAT PULLDOWN
CHEST/

SHOULDER PRESSPEC DECK

CABLE CROSSOVER

Electric motor provides stable digital resistance.

ADAPTIVE DIGITAL RESISTANCE
Easy touch to adjust, saves you from moving cumbersome weight plates.

TOUCHSCREEN CONTROL PANEL
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Real-time display of training process data.
Training results is automatically recorded and tracked at any time

DATA SYNC
Intelligently evaluate your training weight and train more e�ciently.

STRENGTH TEST

VSDIGITAL WEIGHT

TRADITIONAL EQUIPMENT
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ACCURACY
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METHOD
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TEST
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WEIGHT
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EQUIPMENT
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AI evaluation
of training weight

Standard/Eccentric
/Isokinetic/Elastic
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Process data/result data, 
automatically recorded

through the account
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Real-time display of training process data.
Training results is automatically recorded and tracked at any time

DATA SYNC
Intelligently evaluate your training weight and train more e�ciently.

STRENGTH TEST

Increasing / Eccentric increasing 

Drop set

Super slow set

Incremental, decremental, super slow, di�erent advanced modes, let your state go further.

ADVANCED TRAINING MODE
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10kg

100kgMax Resistance

Min Resistance

Length 1978mm

Width 1367mm

Height 1681mm

Screen size 10.1 inches

Main Features:
• The functional trainer supports taller users with a variety of 

exercises and features 21 adjustable cable positions to 
accommodate users of various sizes, making it even better 
when used as a standalone device. 

• Top furniture grips allow for pull-ups. 
• Bilateral 100kg digital weight provide su�cient load for 

experienced lifters
• Nickel-plated sliding parts are beautiful and durable.

SMART FUNCTIONAL TRAINER

HIGH QUALITY INTERACTIVE 
TOUCH SCREEN

Super-large! Super-thin! Super-clear!
What you see is extraordinary!

21.5 inches 

1920*1080 resolution 

High-de�nition LCD screen

The use of an Ultra-Transparent Tempered Glass and Capacitive 

Touch Screen generates gorgeous picture quality and deliver per -

fect user experiences.
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Music/Video Player

Support installing multiple audio/video software via USB transmission.

Wireless Screen Projection*

When projecting, the phone can turn o� the screen, make calls, run apps. 

No more barriers between screens of di�erent sizes.

The users can view the rankings of global runners after loging in.

Clubs can also create an exclusive club community for ranking interaction 

among members.

*The phone must be kept in the same WIFI environment with the treadmill when projecting the screen

MULTI-SCREEN INTERACTION LEADERBOARD

Interact with major connected running apps through FTMS 

protocol to transmit running datas.

BLUETOOTH INTERCONNECTION
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ENTERTAINMENT

Users can create their own private accounts, saving and viewing running data 

at any time. 

Users can download the exclusive app on the mobile phone to view and 

share the running data *.

PERSONAL AND EXCLUSIVE USER ACCOUNT

Supports multiple online applications such as web browsers and media Apps*

Supports local music and video playback

Great entertainment which delivers perfect running experience

*The app and this function are still in development will be revealed soon. *Only the Apps which are con�gured with our treadmill can be installed.

A full team of engineers to continuously upgrade software and functions to deliver better 

and better running experience for users.

OVER THE AIR (OTA) UPGRADE

Based on user insights, we keep improving our software to upgrade services and product 

performance.

CONTINUOUS VERSION UPGRADE
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Club owners can independently publish posters, videos* and other multimedia onto multiple 

treadmills at the same time, promote their own activities, third-party business advertisements or 

other information, and get more e�ective exposure to users.

MULTIMEDIA RELEASE

*Video format needs to be MP4 and with 720dpi resolution, within 50MB.

Club owners can report any issues through the treadmill

Making it easier to locate and troubleshoot any speci�c treadmill problems.

ONLINE FEEDBACK



Make an Appointment to Visit our Showroom

WEBSITE


